Shooting an AR-15

Firearm’s Safety Rules
• Know the status of your rifle at all times
(loaded or unloaded).
• Maintain good muzzle management at all
times (360 degrees).
• Maintain strict trigger finger discipline at all
times. Off the trigger till ready to fire!
• Be aware of what is between you and your
target, to the sides & beyond it!

Remember, just like the
handgun, no position or
method is perfect for
everyone! Find what works
efficiently for you!

“DON’T BE IN THE
FIGHT!’ – “STAY IN THE
FIGHT!”

***WARNING***
This training program involves the use and
discharge of firearms, the use of weapons in selfdefense training exercises. Such weapons will be
used in various training exercises that require
movement with loaded weapons in hand. I am fully
aware of the inherit risk of injury associated with
the activities and equipment involved in such
training, including the potential for permanent
disability and death, and while personal discipline
will minimize the risk, the risk does exist.

Basic Shooting Information

There are four basic field shooting positions—
standing, kneeling, sitting and prone.
Standing is the high position and provides the
most mobility. Kneeling and sitting are
intermediate positions used to lower your
profile and take advantage of cover. The
prone position is the lowest and most stable.
Though some guidelines exist, the
determining factors with regard to assuming
each position correctly are accuracy and
comfort.

The purpose for employing a rifle determines
the way positions are used and assumed. For
example; hunters and bull's-eye shooters
shoot from a more erect standing position
than tactical-team members. First, recognize
that all shooters will not be comfortable or
shoot the best from the same position. Since
our bodies are different, one shooter may
assume positions differently than another.
Therefore, your ability to obtain hits with
speed and accuracy should dictate how you
deal with each position.

Bladed-Off Stance
A bladed stance is when
your weak-side shoulder is
facing the target. So if
you’re right handed, your
left shoulder is facing the
target; if you’re left
handed, your right
shoulder faces the target.

Squared or Athletic Stance
Some instructors teach their
students to assume an athletic
stance when firing a rifle.
Square your shoulders up with
the target. Stand with your
feet shoulder-width apart on a
straight line. Stagger your
strong side foot about six
inches behind your weak side
foot. Place the stock of the
rifle near the centerline of the
body and high up on the chest.
Keep your elbows down.

Low Ready Position
When not engaging targets, an
AR is held in the ready position.
There are two such nonengagement positions—the low
ready and patrol ready.
Regardless of the ready position,
the safety is always on and the
finger is kept out of the trigger
guard until the rifle is mounted
and on target. With the ready
position, the butt is on the
shoulder and the muzzle oriented
toward the threat, slightly
depressed so you can see the
threat over the sights.

Patrol Ready
With the patrol ready, the
butt is at shoulder level,
but the muzzle is rotated
down and to your off-side,
positioning the rifle across
your body with the muzzle
pointed outside of your
support-side foot. Both
work with a single-point
sling.

Safety
Regardless of the ready
position, the safety is
always on and the finger is
kept out of the trigger
guard until the rifle is
mounted and on target.
Keep the thumb on or
above the safety, it will
allow you to quickly
disengage it to fire the
rifle.

Mounting the Rifle
Proper mounting of the rifle is critical regardless of the
position used. The toe of the stock should be placed high and
tight, inside—not on—your shoulder. If placed on the
shoulder it can work its way out during repetitive firing. If
placed too low, you'll have to lower your head to see the
sights.
The stock position may vary depending on your body and the
position you are using. When mounting an AR, bring the sights
up to your eyes. Don't lower your eyes to the sights. Similarly,
when you look through binoculars, you don't bring them part
way up and lower your head to look through them. Slave the
sights of the AR to your eyes.

Mounting the Rifle

Mounting the Rifle (Part 2)
The pistol grip of the AR should be held firmly and used to pull
the rifle into your shoulder. Also, pull the rifle back with the
support hand (“C-Clamp”). This is easiest with a vertical fore
grip, but can also be accomplished by using the magazine
well, and to a lesser degree, via the common hand guard hold
(“C-Clamp”). How tightly should the AR be held and how
firmly should it be pulled back into the body? Point the AR
down range, looking through the sights at a target. Increase
your grip tension and reward force until the AR begins to
wobble. Then, reduce pressure until the sights stabilize. Hold
it firm and tight—but not too firm or too tight. Because the AR
is often employed as a rapid-fire weapon system, your hold
needs to be firm.

“C-Clamp Grip”
The “C-Clamp Grip” is a
pretty decent grip style for
the fore grip for most
shooters. It gives you good
control over the muzzle
when orienting between
multiple targets! It also
gives you stability of the
rifle. This grip allows you
to “pull” the rifle into you!

“C-Clamp Grip”

“C-Clamp Grip”
The off hand index finger
can be straight (like in the
photo); or tucked in with
the other fingers under
the hand guard.
Use what ever is best for
you! Again, no single
method is best for
everyone!

“Mag Well Grip”
The Mag Well Grip. Not a
preferred grip with some
instructors/shooters. But it
is an option, I have found it
to be good for close
quarters or confined area
places. It does not have
good muzzle control, in
terms of going past your
point of aim when acquiring
multiple targets. This area
does get hot when firing for
an extended period of time.

Sight Picture
Correct iron sight Alignment

Sight picture with target

Standing Position
Standing, is the least-stable field
position. It's also the fastest to
assume and it's imperative to master
because it allows the most mobility
and can be obtained quickly from a
dead run. Ideally, feet should be
about shoulder-width apart with the
off-side leg/foot slightly forward.
Legs should be bent a little and your
shoulders vertically aligned with your
toes and knees. This makes for a
slightly weight-forward posture that
helps with recoil. It's a fighting
stance, much like you assume when
shooting a pistol.

Standing Position (2)
From a tactical perspective, it's important to tuck
your elbows in tight to the body. This keeps you
compact and makes it easier to negotiate hallways
and doorways. It also keeps elbows from giving you
away when slicing the pie around corners and
permits better control of the AR when engaging
targets with fast-paced, multiple shots. Some
shooters like to position their weak hand on the
handguard, close in front of the magazine, using the
magazine well as a vertical fore-grip.

Elbow’s in!!!
Tuck your elbows in tight
to the body. Don’t
“Chicken Wing”!

Standing Position (3)
Vertical fore-grips are good to use too, are very popular
and an alternative to this hold. A traditional midhandguard position is also popular, and some shooters
extend their weak arm, grasping the hand guard as far
forward as possible. For the most part, the further apart
your hands, the more control you have over the muzzle.
The closer together, the better your ability to move with
the rifle and retain it in a struggle. This applies to all four
shooting positions. A good place to start is with the midhandguard hold, adjusting fore or aft as comfort &
accuracy. You may locate your weak hand in a different
spot depending on the shooting position.

Standing Position (4)
Regardless, in every case, the AR should be
pulled snugly into your body with both hands.
When working around or over barricades from
any position, do not get too close to the
barricade. It's human nature to snug up behind
cover or concealment. That makes us feel warm
and fuzzy, but limits mobility. Keep in mind, the
further you are behind cover, the more you can
move laterally and still take advantage of the
concealment it offers.

Standing Position (5)
As a rule of thumb, keep your muzzle behind
barricades unless the range to target
necessitates using the barricade as a rest for
stability. An important consideration when
working behind barricades, from any position, is
the offset between the barrel and the height of
the sights on an AR. Make sure you extend the
rifle out or up far enough from the barricade so
the muzzle is clear.

Kneeling Position
There are three kneeling positions; braced,
speed and double knee. All are fast to assume,
however, none offer a substantial stability
increase over the standing position. Kneeling
positions are how you negotiate low-hanging
obstacles or make use of low to intermediate
cover or barricades while still staying somewhat
mobile.

Speed Kneeling Position
Assuming the Speed
kneeling position is a
quick, move where you
just step forward with
your weak side leg and
drop your strong side
knee to the ground.

Braced-Kneeling Position
The braced-kneeling
position is similar but more
stable because you rest the
triceps of your support arm
just forward of the elevated
kneecap on your weak side
leg. An even more stable
version of the bracedkneeling position is to sit
back on your strong side
foot in an almost semiseated position.

Double-Kneeling Position
• The double-kneeling
position is also fast to
assume because you just
drop to both knees. It also
allows you to adjust your
elevation and even lean out
around either side of a
barricade by bending at the
waist. From the doublekneeling position you can
swiftly switch to a speedkneeling, braced-kneeling
or even prone position if
the situation dictates.

Double-Kneeling Position
For additional
stability, drop
your rear-end
back onto your
heels.

Squatting Position
The squatting position puts your
weapon system at the same,
intermediate level as the kneeling
positions. It is useful when you
are moving and want to stay as
mobile as possible while working
around obstacles or barricades of
various heights. At the lowest
squat position you can even rest
your triceps on your knees for
added stability. With this position
as well as kneeling positions,
many shooters find they need to
pull their support hand in a bit
closer to the magazine for
comfort.

Sitting Position
Sitting is the most stable of all
intermediate positions but it is
also the slowest to recover
from or obtain. There are
essentially three types of
sitting positions; open leg,
crossed leg and crossed
ankle. All styles offer similar
support and should be
selected based on comfort. To
enter a sitting position from
standing, turn your body 45
degrees to your strong side,
cross your feet and sit down.

Sitting Position
Crossed Ankles

Open Leg

Prone Position
The prone position is the most stable of all field positions.
With practice, most shooters can assume and recover
from the prone position as fast as the sitting position. The
downside is the limited vertical and horizontal fields of
fire it offers. One of the fastest ways to assume the prone
position from standing is to drop to the double-kneeling
position and then roll forward onto your chest, breaking
your fall with your support hand. From the sitting
position, you can place your weak hand or elbow beside
your butt and kind of roll on your hip, extending your
weak side leg back under your strong leg as you twist
toward your strong side.

Prone Position

Prone Position

Prone Position
The prone position is the best way to work behind
extremely low barricades or deliver accurate fire at
long range. Both elbows should be in contact with
the ground and you can even use the magazine as a
monopod for extra stability. Both legs can be fully
extended or the strong side leg can be bent at the
knee, pulled up beside the body. This helps take
pressure off your diaphragm and is helpful when
maintaining the prone position for extended periods.
Your toes can be pointed in or out—it does not
matter—but they should not be dug into the ground.

Prone Position
To recover from the prone position, raise your
upper body as you pull your elbows back under
your chest (place the rifle on the ground if needed).
Place your off hand on the ground and push up to
the double-kneeling position (pick up rifle if on the
ground). From there you can continue shooting,
move to another position or get to your feet. The
key is not to just practice shooting from various
positions, but to also become proficient getting into
and switching between positions. Get smooth, be
comfortable and hit where you aim.
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